1970


Berson, Lenora, "Dreams for a New South Street are Spun at Theatre Meetings," Center City Philadelphia, February 1970.


"Co-op City: Learning to Like It" (letters to the editor), Progressive Architecture, February 1970.


Flanagan, Barbara, "Experts Split on Saving Hennepin," The Minneapolis Star, April 25, 1970, pp. 1, 3A. (RV Quote, “You can’t change Hennepin enough so why not make it more like what it is? One way is to make the signs bigger.”)

Flanagan, Barbara, "What to do with Dirty Hennepin?" The Minneapolis Star, April 28, 1970. (Barbara Stauffacher Solomon disagreed with RV on the suggestion of discovering the ordinary)


Huxtable, Ada Louise, "Heroics are Out, Ordinary is In," The New York Times, January 18, 1970, Section 2, p. 27.


Steele, Mike. "Architecture's 'Bad Boy' Defends," Minneapolis Tribune, May 3, 1970. ("RV is used to being controversial")


1971


Cliff, Ursula, "Are the Venturis Putting Us on?" Design and Environment, Summer 1971, pp. 52-59ff.


Glueck, Grace, "Don't Knock Sprawl," New York Times, October 10, 1971, p. 16D.


Osborn, Michelle, "The Crosstown is Dead. Long Live the Crosstown," Architectural Forum, October 1971, pp. 38-42. (South Street)


"Venturi and Rauch," L'Architecture d'Aujourd'hui, December 1971-January 1972, pp. 84-104 and cover. (Plans 1964-1970; Yale Mathematics Building; Trubek and Wislocki houses; Crosstown Community; California City)


1972


**Berkman, Florence.** "Stage Co. Designers Deal in Paradoxes," The Hartford Times, April 9, 1972, p. 9.


**Cuadernos de Arquitectura** (Barcelona), January 1972. (Review of Aprendiendo)

**Davis, Douglas.** "From Forum to Strip," Newsweek, October 1972, p. 38.

**Donohoe, Victoria.** "Buildings: Good and Bad," The Philadelphia Inquirer, June 30, 1972, p. 18.


**Groat, Linda.** "Interview: Denise Scott Brown," Networks 1, California Institute of the Arts, 1972, pp. 49-55.


**Marvel, Bill.** "Can McDonald's, Chartres Find Happiness?" The Miami Herald, February 20, 1972, pp. 49K-50K.

McQuade, Walter, "Giving Them What They Want: The Venturi Influence," Life, April 14, 1972, p. 17. (review of LLV with images of Guild House and Firehouse #4)


Scully, Vincent, "Introduction to Learning from Las Vegas," Unpublished and unsigned manuscript, Date unknown. (draft manuscript of essay, attributed to Scully)


1973


"En Passant Par Las Vegas," *Architecture, Mouvement, Continuite*, September 1973, pp. 28-34. (Review of *Learning from Las Vegas*)


**Moore, Charles**, "Learning from Adam's House," *Architectural Record*, August 1973, p. 43. (Review of *Learning from Las Vegas*)


1974


Allen, Gerald. "Venturi and Rauch's Humanities Building for the Purchase Campus of the State University of New York," Architectural Record, October 1974, pp. 120-124. (profile of building with images and drawings, also includes post-construction evaluation by Denise Scott Brown, Elizabeth and Steven Izenour. See also: Biblio C, 1974, "A post-construction evaluation")


**Hine, Thomas**, "Franklin Shrine to Center on Abstract 'Ghost' House," *The Philadelphia Inquirer*, July 19, 1974, pp. 1-D, 3-D.


"Nears Final Design," *The Hartford Times*, June 1974. (Hartford Stage Company)


1975


Hine, Thomas, "East Poplar's Curious Victory," The Philadelphia Inquirer, June 29, 1975. (Fairmount Manor and Poplar Community project)


Tucker, Carll, "Specifications." (Unpublished poem dedicated to Robert Venturi)

1976


41st International Eucharistic Congress (Sponsor), *Exhibition of Liturgical Arts*, 1976, fig. 274 and pp. 63-64. (Exhibition catalog; includes designs by firm for St. Francis de Sales Church)

"Franklin Court," *Progressive Architecture*, April 1976, pp. 69-70. (This issue is devoted to the "Philadelphia Story"; Venturi and Rauch mentioned throughout)


Hine, Thomas, "Shrine for Now, a Park Forever," Philadelphia Inquirer, April 18, 1976, pp. 1, 8B.


Hoffman, Donald. "Art Talk," The Kansas City Star, February 8, 1976, p. 3D. (Exhibition at Kansas City Art Institute)

Hughes, Robert. "Overdressing for the Occasion," Time, April 5, 1976, pp. 42, 47. (Review of "200 Years of American Sculpture")


Kleihues, Josef Paul (Organizer), Dortmunder Architekturausstellung 1976. Dortmund: Dortmunder Architekturhefte No. 3, 1976. (Catalog of an architecture exhibition that includes work of Venturi and Rauch)


"Off the Skyline and into the Museum" Newsday, April 14, 1976, pp. 4A-5A.


Reichlin, Bruno, and Martin Steinman, eds., Archithese 19, pp. 3-11. (Issue on Realism)


"Symbols," The New Yorker, March 15, 1976, pp. 27-29. ("Signs of Life")


1977


**Apraxine, Pierre,** Architecture I, 1977. (Catalog for the exhibition at Leo Castelli, New York City, 1977: under the title, Architecture: Seven Architects, an expanded version of the exhibit was presented at the Institute of Contemporary Art, Philadelphia, 1977-78.)

**Berti, Vincenzo,** "6 Architettura Recenti di Venturi & Rauch," Parametro, pp. 28-35.

**Britton, II, James,** "America's Finest City?" Convention San Diego, 1977 (AIA Convention), pp. 8-26. (Reference on page 8 regarding "Venturifying" the city.)


"Elitismo e/o establishment" ("Elitism and/or the Establishment"), L'architettura, February 1977, pp. 548. (Report of debate between DSB and unnamed opponent)


**Filler, Martin,** "Seeing the Forest for the Trees," Progressive Architecture. October 1977, pp. 56-59. (Penn Faculty Club)


Killian, Tom, "Views," Progressive Architecture, June 1977, p. 10. (Letter mentioning reaction to Robert Venturi's article, "Learning from Aalto")


"A Man and His Home," Industrial Design, July-August, 1977, p. 29. (Franklin Court)
"Mobili parlanti per il 'Bicentennial'," **Modo**, June 1977, p. 5. (Brief mention of "Signs of Life")


"Non la Ricostruzione ma l'Idea," **Domus**, March 1977, p. 53. (Franklin Court)


**Skude, Flemming.** "USA -- Valgfriheden som Kulturel Kataljsator," **Louisiana Revu**, June-August 1977, pp. 6-7. (Issue on "Alternative Architecture," in Danish; summary in English)


**Stephens, Suzanne.** "Casino que non," **Progressive Architecture**, October 1977, pp. 67-69. (Marlborough-Blenheim Hotel-Casino project)


**Tafuri, Manfredo.** "Ordine e disordine," **Casabella**, January 1977, pp. 36-40.


“Venturi and Rauch: Ski House, Vail Colorado, USA 1975-77,” **GA Houses**, 160-167. (Rare photos)

"Views," **Progressive Architecture**, December 1977, p. 8. (Letters reacting to Martin Filler's article on the Penn State Faculty Club, **P/A**, October 1977)


1978


"Backstage along The Strand," Progressive Architecture, November 1978, pp. 72-77. (Galveston)


Donohoe, Victoria. "Can a Rebel be at Home in the Establishment?" The Philadelphia Inquirer, May 9, 1978, pp. 1-C, 4-C.


Donohoe, Victoria. "A Teacher Who Fills the House," The Philadelphia Inquirer, March 6, 1978, pp. 1D-3D. (Profile of Vincent Scully, Jr., mentioning incident when he rejected AIA award because Robert Venturi had been denied a Fellowship)


Emery, Marc, ed., L'Architecture d'Aprés la Guerre. No. 197, June 1978. (Monograph on the firm: Tucker House, Lieb House, Houston Jazz Club, Penn State Faculty Club, Marlborough Blenheim, INA, Eclectic Houses, Brant House Bermuda, Allen Memorial Art Museum at Oberlin, Charlotte Science Museum, SUNY Humanities Building, SUNY Social Sciences Building, County Federal Savings and Loan) (In French and English)

"Forceful Gesture on a Wooded Hillside," AIA Journal, Mid-May 1978, pp. 102-105. (Brant-Johnson House)


"Learning from Versailles," Horizon, August 1978, p. 51.


Luschin, Hanno. "Robert Venturi & Geometric Form." (Unpublished)


Sarbib, Jean-Louis. "Popu-lore Architecture," L'Architecture d'Aujourd'hui, No. 197, June 1978, pp. 2-6. ("Social Thought of RV & DSB") (In French and English)


"Universitatsclub, State College, USA," Baumeister. December 1978, p. 1106. (Penn State Faculty Club)


1979


Clark, Roger H. and Michael Pause, and 20 students of the School of Design, Analysis of Precedent. Vol. 28. The Student Publication of the School of Design, North Carolina State University at Raleigh, 1979, pp. 9-211 passim.


Hughes, Robert. "Doing Their Own Thing," Time, January 8, 1979, pp. 52-59. (Reprinted in Italian as "Mr. Architetto Ad Una Svolta," Casa Vogue, June 1979, pp. 168-177)


Kallmeyer, Lothar, "Funktionalismus und Widerspruch," Problemfeld Architektur, March 1979, pp. 113-122. (Brant-Johnson House)

Klotz, Heinrich, "Zuruck zur Fassade!" Problemfeld Architektur, March 1979, pp. 129-133. (Trubek House)

"Kunstgewerbemuseum Zurich: Venturi and Rauch," Schweiz, November 1979, pp. 57-58. (Review of "Venturi and Rauch, Architektur im Alltag Amerikas" exhibition, Kunstgewerbemuseum, Zurich, Switzerland)


"Projet D'Habitation Rurale," L'Architecture d'aujourd'hui, December 1979, pp. 51-53. (Unbuilt house based on Mount Vernon)


Roose, Harry and Thomas Schregenberger, "Weniger Ist Langweilig," Tages Anzeiger, October 1979, pp. 6-9. (German) (Guild House, Football Hall of Fame, Oberlin, Franklin Court, Brant Houses)


**Thomas, George E.** "Enter, Grand -- Consider the Door," *The Bulletin*, November 4, 1979. (Institute for Scientific Information as example of emphasized doorway)

"Venturi, Rauch and Scott Brown," *Summarios*, May 1979. (Monograph on the firm)


**von Moos, Stanislaus** (Organizer), "Venturi and Rauch", *Architektur im Alltag Amerikas*, 1979, Kunstgewerbemuseum Zurich. (Exhibition catalog)